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- Widely used in the recording and
sound design - It has a minimalistic
and functional interface - Compatible
with many audio profiles - Adjustable
high and low frequency - Adjustable
cut and boost frequency Six-order
Butterworth low-pass is a useful
audio filter that comes with a
minimalistic yet functional interface.
The application is compatible with
many audio profiles and you can
choose the desired mode from the
dedicated menu. Six-order
Butterworth low-pass will also allow
you to add new channels manually
and you can choose the input as well
(left or right). Six-order Butterworth
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low-pass Description: - Widely used
in the recording and sound design It has a minimalistic and functional
interface - Compatible with many
audio profiles - Adjustable high and
low frequency - Adjustable cut and
boost frequency Six-order
Butterworth high-pass is a useful
audio filter that comes with a
minimalistic yet functional interface.
The application is compatible with
many audio profiles and you can
choose the desired mode from the
dedicated menu. Six-order
Butterworth high-pass will also allow
you to add new channels manually
and you can choose the input as well
(left or right). Six-order Butterworth
high-pass Description: - Widely used
in the recording and sound design 3 / 17

It has a minimalistic and functional
interface - Compatible with many
audio profiles - Adjustable high and
low frequency - Adjustable cut and
boost frequency Six-order
Butterworth low-pass is a useful
audio filter that comes with a
minimalistic yet functional interface.
The application is compatible with
many audio profiles and you can
choose the desired mode from the
dedicated menu. Six-order
Butterworth low-pass will also allow
you to add new channels manually
and you can choose the input as well
(left or right). Six-order Butterworth
low-pass Description: - Widely used
in the recording and sound design It has a minimalistic and functional
interface - Compatible with many
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audio profiles - Adjustable high and
low frequency - Adjustable cut and
boost frequency A useful audio filter
that comes with a minimalistic yet
functional interface. The application
is compatible with many audio
profiles and you can choose the
desired mode from the dedicated
menu. This 6-order Butterworth lowpass will also allow you to add new
channels manually and you can
choose the input as well (left or
right). A useful audio filter that
comes
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The 6-th order Butterworth high-pass
Torrent Download filter will allow you
to reduce the mid frequencies of
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your music. Its attack time is very
short, so it will only give a clean
audio preview of the cut. The cut will
not save any information, the
application will restore all the cut
audio for you. Features: 6-th order
Butterworth high-pass effect Clean
audio preview Mute the effected
audio and enable the attack and
release settings High-pass settings
with cutoff frequencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 kHz Low-pass settings with
cutoff frequencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
kHz Controlled parameters: Filter
type - 6-th order Butterworth Cutoff
frequency - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 kHz
Mix between - 0.0 and 1.0 Choose
the trigger by mouse or button
€12.20 8-th order Butterworth highpass is a useful audio filter that
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comes with a minimalistic yet
functional interface. The application
is compatible with many audio
profiles and you can choose the
desired mode from the dedicated
menu. 8-th order Butterworth highpass will also allow you to add new
channels manually and you can
choose the input as well (left or
right). 8-th order Butterworth highpass Description: The 8-th order
Butterworth high-pass filter will allow
you to reduce the mid frequencies of
your music. Its attack time is very
short, so it will only give a clean
audio preview of the cut. The cut will
not save any information, the
application will restore all the cut
audio for you. Features: 8-th order
Butterworth high-pass effect Clean
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audio preview Mute the effected
audio and enable the attack and
release settings High-pass settings
with cutoff frequencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 kHz Low-pass settings with
cutoff frequencies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
kHz Controlled parameters: Filter
type - 8-th order Butterworth Cutoff
frequency - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 kHz
Mix between - 0.0 and 1.0 Choose
the trigger by mouse or button
€12.20 14-th order Butterworth highpass is a useful audio filter that
comes with a minimalistic yet
functional interface. The application
is compatible with many audio
profiles and you can b7e8fdf5c8
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6-th Order Butterworth High-pass

This filter bypasses frequencies
above the cutoff frequency. 6-th
order Butterworth high-pass filter is
a useful audio filter that comes with
a minimalistic yet functional
interface. The application is
compatible with many audio profiles
and you can choose the desired
mode from the dedicated menu. 6-th
order Butterworth high-pass will also
allow you to add new channels
manually and you can choose the
input as well (left or right). 6-th order
Butterworth high-pass Features:
Input option for left and right
channels 6-th order Butterworth highpass modes: Cutoff frequency (in Hz)
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0.001 – 18000 Gain 0.7 Pole
frequency (in Hz) 0.001 – 18000 6-th
order Butterworth high-pass presets:
Passive: 12 AudioBus AudioBus is a
free network receiver and streaming
audio player. It supports many audio
profiles with built-in ability to
generate network streaming URLs.
The primary goal of AudioBus is to
provide the best solution for
connecting audio equipment like
speakers, sound cards, amplifiers to
the TV set. AudioBus allows adding
and connecting speakers via HDMI
(audio and video), optical TOSLINK,
coaxial, RCA audio and even USB.
The application has a minimalistic
yet extremely user-friendly interface
and you can move the pointer to any
part of the interface and easily
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access its settings or the current
audio profile. AudioBus Description:
AudioBus is a free network receiver
and streaming audio player. It
supports many audio profiles with
built-in ability to generate network
streaming URLs. The primary goal of
AudioBus is to provide the best
solution for connecting audio
equipment like speakers, sound
cards, amplifiers to the TV set.
AudioBus allows adding and
connecting speakers via HDMI (audio
and video), optical TOSLINK, coaxial,
RCA audio and even USB. The
application has a minimalistic yet
extremely user-friendly interface and
you can move the pointer to any
part of the interface and easily
access its settings or the current
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audio profile. AudioBus Features:
Compatible with various audio
profiles Easy to connect your audio
equipment Support for a range of
devices Sync to remote devices for
TV set AudioBus network receiver
Description: AudioBus is a free
network receiver and streaming
audio player. It supports many audio
profiles with built-in ability to
generate network streaming URLs.
The primary goal of AudioBus is to
provide the best solution for
connecting audio
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--------------------- 6-th order
Butterworth high-pass is a simple yet
efficient audio filter with a minimalist
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yet powerful interface. This audio
filter will allow you to cut some
frequencies out of the music you’re
playing or the voice you are
recording, thus making it easier to
record the best moments of the
performances you’re watching on TV
or to remove background noises
from your lecture videos. It is made
up of a simple interface with a
minimalistic yet functional interface.
It is compatible with many audio
profiles (such as GStreamer, ALSA,
JACK, PulseAudio, etc) and you can
choose the desired mode from the
dedicated menu. It is made up of a
simple interface with a minimalistic
yet functional interface. It is
compatible with many audio profiles
(such as GStreamer, ALSA, JACK,
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PulseAudio, etc) and you can choose
the desired mode from the dedicated
menu. 6-th order Butterworth highpass Features: - Compatible with
many audio profiles (ALSA, JACK,
GStreamer, PulseAudio, etc.) - Builtin mode for a low-pass filter and a
high-pass filter - Built-in mode for
removing high frequency noise Built-in mode for a notch filter - Builtin mode for a notch filter with a lowcut filter - Built-in mode for a lowpass high-pass filter and notch filter
with low-cut filter - Built-in mode for
a low-pass high-pass filter and notch
filter with high-cut filter - Built-in
mode for a high-pass low-cut filter
and notch filter with low-cut filter Built-in mode for a high-pass low-cut
filter and notch filter with high-cut
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filter - Built-in mode for a notch filter
(visual mode) - Built-in mode for a
notch filter (visual mode) with a lowcut filter - Built-in mode for a notch
filter with a low-cut filter and a highcut filter - You can select a different
audio path from the interface - You
can select the input from the
interface 6-th order Butterworth highpass is a simple yet efficient audio
filter with a minimalist yet powerful
interface. This audio filter will allow
you to cut some frequencies out of
the music you’re playing or the voice
you are recording, thus making it
easier to record the best moments of
the performances you
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System Requirements:

Minimum OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7
Processor: 1GHz or faster RAM: 256
MB Hard disk: 2 GB Graphics:
DirectX 9 graphics card with at least
1 GB of video memory
Recommended OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2 GHz or faster RAM: 1 GB
Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card
with at least 2 GB of video memory
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